
Broad AgentsJoseph Batesjoseph.bates@cs.cmu.edu Bryan Loyallbryan.loyall@cs.cmu.eduSchool of Computer ScienceCarnegie Mellon UniversityPittsburgh, PA 15213 W. Scott Reillywilliam.reilly@cs.cmu.eduAbstractThe Oz project at Carnegie Mellon is developingtechnology for dramatic virtual worlds. One re-quirement of such worlds is the presence of broad,though perhaps shallow, agents. To support ourneeds, we are developing an agent architecture thatprovides goals and goal directed reactive behav-ior, emotional state and its e�ects on behavior,some natural language abilities (especially prag-matics based language generation), and some mem-ory and inference abilities. We are limiting each ofthese capacities whenever necessary to allow us tobuild a broadly capable, integrated agent.In attempting to construct a broad agent, con-straints seem to arise between components of thearchitecture. In this brief note, we discuss some ofthese constraints.1 IntroductionThe Oz project at the Carnegie Mellon School of ComputerScience is developing technology for high quality interactive�ction and virtual realities. Our goal is to provide users withthe experience of living in dramatically interesting micro-worlds that include moderately competent, emotional agents[1].An Oz world is composed of (1) a simulated physical environ-ment, (2) the agents which populate the environment, (3) auser interface to allow one or more humans to participate inthe environment, and (4) a computational theory of drama.The drama theory plans and gently controls the overall owof events in the world to provide long term structure to theuser's experiences. The user interface includes a theory ofpresentation, which continually adjusts the style of presenta-tion to suit the varying dramatic content of the experience.We hope our work will be the basis for one of the �rst so-phisticated knowledge based art forms.One of the keys to an e�ective virtual world is for the userto be able to \suspend disbelief". That is, the user mustbe able to imagine that the world portrayed is real, withoutbeing jarred out of this belief by the world's behavior.In order to foster the illusion of reality, we believe our agentsmust have broad, though perhaps shallow, capabilities. Tothis end, we are attempting to produce an agent architec-ture that includes goals and goal directed reactive behavior,emotional state and its e�ects on behavior, some natural lan-guage abilities (especially pragmatics based language gener-ation), and some memory and inference abilities. Each ofthese capacities can be as shallow as is necessary to allow usto build a broadly capable, integrated agent 1.1In the context of Oz, instead of demanding that ouragents be especially active and smart, we require only that

Building broad agents is a little studied area. Even in thisproceedings, the majority of e�orts are to integrate relativelyfew capabilities, such as action and learning 2. We are hopefulthat moderate e�ort in integration may yield good results,such as believable hints of thought and emotion in our limitedmicro-world domains.In thinking about the nature of broad agents, and in develop-ing our architecture, called Tok, we have felt constraints arisebetween the components of the design. In the remainder ofthis note, we sketch the architecture and mention some of theconstraints. 2 The ArchitectureAs mentioned above, we wish our agents to su�ciently sug-gest human behavior that the true human participants of Ozworlds can project depth into the agents. We believe thismeans that agents must provide some signs of internal goals,reactivity, emotion, natural language ability, and knowledgeof agents (self and other) as well as of the simulated physicalworld.Tok divides these behavioral features among three main com-ponents: a goal based reactive engine called HAP, an emotioncomponent called Em, and a natural language system calledGlinda.Reactivity is of key importance for us, because non-reactivebehavior immediately breaks the illusion of intelligence thatwe wish to project. Even animals are reactive, if not partic-ularly smart. Initially we intended to provide reactivity byusing a planner in the background feeding a reactive front-end that would execute plans. However, as we pursued thisidea, the reactivity seemed to spread through the system, sothat we see it now as fundamental to the entire architecture.The ideas of Agre and Chapman, Brooks, and others react-ing against the classical planning/execution paradigm haveimpressed us. Nonetheless, we believe that at least the ap-pearance of goal directed behavior is key to providing ourillusion. Thus, we want a notion of goal and subgoaling inour architecture.We felt that the notion of a goal as a structured object, whichcould be inspected and analyzed by a planner, was perhapsunhelpful in a complex environment. Thus, HAP, the centralcomponent of Tok, is a \reactive planner", somewhat alongthe lines of Firby's RAP system and Simmons' TCA. HAPuses goals and perceived world state as indices into mem-they not be clearly stupid or unreal. An agent that keepsquiet may appear wise, while one that oversteps its abilitiesmay destroy the suspension of disbelief. Broad agents will letus take advantage of the \Eliza e�ect" [9], in which peoplesee subtlety, understanding, and emotion in an agent as longas the agent does not actively destroy the illusion. There issome evidence that this approach also works in politics.2Vere's work [8] is a signi�cant exception.



ory to recall relevant sets of actions. These actions can besubgoals to achieve or actions to take in the world.HAP cannot inspect the structure of goals and sets of actions.Thus, it does not reason about preconditions, postconditions,or add-delete lists. Generally, we see this as a strength of thesystem. However, people do seem to attach some informationto even low level goals and plans, such as when a goal has beenfortuitously satis�ed and when a plan is no longer remotelyapplicable. Thus, goals and actions sets include informationthat let HAP react appropriately when these conditions arise.Tok presently operates only in the world. However, it isclearly useful to be able to imagine the e�ects of actions be-fore or instead of doing them. Thus, while we will not repre-sent the known primitive actions in a decomposable fashion(such as via pre and post conditions), we are working to pro-vide an envisionment system for Tok. This will allow a bit offorward search using a simulated world (which is particularlyeasy to do in Oz).The natural language component of Tok is presently an inde-pendent subsystem. It is used by agents to generate textual\speech". Unlike most earlier systems, Glinda does text plan-ning and surface realization using a single integrated frame-work. With this approach, we can vary the style of outputat many levels, such as concept choice, syntactic form, andlexical choice, based on pragmatic information provided bythe agent, such as their emotional state. We believe this willhelp us project the illusion of humanity when agents speak.Michael Dyer's work in story understanding showed a wayfor attaching meaning to emotion words [3]. His approachwas heavily based on \goal situations", patterns of goals, ac-tions, and achievement (of one or more agents) that gaverise to certain emotions. For instance, \grateful" could arisewhen someone else helped an agent achieve an otherwise hardto achieve goal. \Afraid" could arise if an important goalwas judged unlikely to be achieved. Tok's emotion subsys-tem, Em, uses Dyer's general approach, which was furtherexplored by Ortony et al [7].Further detail on Tok is provided in several technical reports[5, 6, 2].In organizing the workshop, John Laird asked us to specifywhether our system is operational, what earlier work inspiredour approach, and how our architecture compares to otherintegrated architectures.Tok is presently under development. HAP and Glinda arerunning, Em is still being developed, and the integrationremains incomplete in the implementation, though we havedone it on paper.Agre and Chapman's various work at MIT, especially thepaper \What are plans for?", Firby's Ph.D. thesis at Yale onReactive Action Packets, Lucy Suchman's book on \Plansand Situated Actions", and Bates' earlier work at Cornellon automated reasoning in mathematics (the PRL project),strongly a�ected our thoughts on action.The Soar work at CMU and elsewhere is often in ourthoughts, though the immediate inuence on our e�orts isnot clear.Dyer's thesis at Yale, \In Depth Understanding", suggestedthat it might be possible to build agents that would provideadequate illusions of competence and emotion. However, hiswork did not try to explain how to produce \in depth behav-ior", and that has turned out to be non-trivial, as far as weare concerned. Nonetheless we have directly bene�ted from

the BORIS representations and certain aspects of processing.Ed Hovy's thesis at Yale on natural language generation un-der pragmatic constraints has inuenced our e�orts in NLgeneration. Also inuential is work on systemic grammar,the work of the CMU Center for Machine Translation, andgeneral ideas from the Yale NLP school.In comparing Tok to others systems, such as Soar, we �ndthat Tok has no uni�ed framework, other than our generalconcern about reactivity. To an extent this troubles us, butwe take some comfort from the view that homogeneity is inthe eye of the beholder, depending on the knowledge onebrings to understanding a system. In addition, we believethat minds must be heterogeneous in a signi�cant way, iethey must be fundamentally very messy. It seems to us thatthe idea of information as entropy leads to the conclusionthat only weak agents can have regular and well structuredminds. Another way to say this is that architecture, if takento be the fundamental organizing principles of the mind, isnecessarily spread rather uniformly throughout the agent'smind.3 Problems in Broad ArchitecturesIn developing Tok, we have come across integration problemsthat seem to be inherent in the task and which suggest con-straints and di�culties for any architecture. Here we mention�ve such problems.1. how to have goals when the external environment is veryrichWhen the external world is rich, it appears very di�cultto characterize the possible world states and the e�ectsof actions on the world. Nonetheless, to help organizeaction (and perhaps emotion) we would like a notionof \goal" in our agents. Thus we need some way torepresent goals, do subgoaling, and notice achievementand serendipity, while using a limited representation forgoals and operators.2. how to think ahead when the external environment isvery richIf our goals and operators have no decomposable struc-ture, in particular if there are no analyzable pre or postconditions, we cannot do conventional planning. How-ever, it seems clear that agents can envision some of thee�ects of their actions, and \plan" accordingly. Whatsorts of representations permit this behavior?3. how to make use of chunks when the external environ-ment is very richThe initial creator of an agent will supply certain map-pings from goals (and other state information) to ac-tions. Additional such mappings may be created bylearning: chunking experience, chunking simulated ex-perience, or other means. However, because the rich realworld may not react as our chunks suggest, we need tobe able to apply them in intelligent ways as we carrythem out. What representations and processing tech-niques support the \intelligent" use of chunked action?4. how to integrate emotion with reactivityWork on cognitive aspects of emotion provides onemeans for building emotional agents. However, it seemsto require an architecture to explicitly represent goals,plans, and actions of self and other agents. Can we



retain the essentials of a reactive architecture while in-corporating enough explicit representation to supportcognition based emotion?5. how to integrate natural language generation with otheractionAs noted earlier, text planning and surface realizationare becoming increasingly integrated in modern naturallanguage generators. We have developed one such highlyintegrated system in our attempt to extend Hovy's workon pragmatics based generation. However, as we con-nect that system to the rest of our agent architecture, itis clear that generation must dynamically access andmodify the goals, beliefs, emotions, sensory memory,and other aspects of the state of the agent. For instance,we would like decisions made during speech generationto a�ect choice of non-speech actions, such as pointingand crying. Does this mean that architectures for ac-tion must equally well support the specialized needs ofnatural language processing?4 ConclusionWhile our work on Tok is still at an early stage, we feelthat it has helped us begin to understand the range of con-straints that arise in broad agents. While we could haveabstractly speculated on these constraints prior to our e�ort,the speci�cs and their impact on the design of individualcomponents of Tok were not apparent to us before we beganthe work.By virtue of its size and goals, the Soar community (or atleast its leaders) is coming up against many of the issues thatarise in building broad agents. However, most e�orts at inte-grated agents in fact focus on relatively narrow kinds of in-tegration. This is useful, just as developing individual facetsof architectures is useful. However, from our experience, wewould recommend that those researchers who want their workto apply directly to future broadly integrated agents shouldspend some time studying broad agents now.AcknowledgementsThe Oz project is supported in part by Fujitsu Laboratories,Ltd. References[1] Bates, J. Deep Structure for Virtual Reality. Sub-mitted to \Presence, The Journal of Teleoper-ators and Virtual Environments", MIT Press,1991. Also available as Technical report CMU-CS-91-133, School of Computer Science, CarnegieMellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, 1990.[2] Bates, J., Loyall, A., Reilly, S., Kantrowitz, M.Tok: A Broad Architecture for Intelligent, Emo-tional Agents. Technical report, School of Com-puter Science, Carnegie Mellon University, Pitts-burgh, PA, forthcoming summer 1991.[3] Dyer, M. In-Depth Understanding. The MITPress, Cambridge, MA, 1983.[4] Hovy, E. Generating Natural Language underPragmatic Constraints. Lawrence Erlbaum Asso-ciates, Hillsdale, New Jersey, 1988.
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